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HIGH SENSITIVE DEUTERIUM MEASUREMENTS 

Alexandru Răzvan PETRE1, Doru Gheorghe PĂCEȘILĂ1  

The paper presents results of the Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) 

depth profile measurements of deuterium concentrations in protection tiles of fusion 

facilities. Simulations of deuterium trapping in sandwich like deposition layers were 

performed in the laboratory by use of the pulsed laser deposition method. The 

obtained results are relevant to the fusion discharges in Tokamak reactor. 
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1. Introduction 

An old dream of humanity was to produce a never exhausting energy source 

like that of our Sun. It was rapidly recognized that such an enormous energy is 

produced by the fusion reactions of hydrogen atoms and that the necessary 

conditions to obtain such a regenerable energy source are high temperature and 

huge pressure (approx.1016 N/m2) preserved in the inner part of the Sun. 

Unfortunately, similar pressure values, capable to produce the fusion of atoms, can 

not to be attained on Earth. So far, the best-achieved magnetic configuration to 

perform a controlled fusion reaction is the Tokamak system [1]. Today, to finalize 

the construction of the first International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 

(ITER) in Cadarache-France [2, 3] a high and very special interest for the research 

of fusion facilities exists in all their functioning details. ITER will be the first 

nuclear reactor based on fusion.  

The Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS) is a high sensitive analyzing 

method capable of measuring particles produced in the fusion reactions, or those 

accelerated in the Tokamak plasma, and subsequently bombard the protection tiles 

of the fusion reactor vessel. The AMS method is well known for a wide range of 

applications in many other domains, from environmental physics [4-7] to medicine 

[8-12], geology [13-16] and many more [17-22].  The AMS experiments have been 

designed to measure the amount of fuel (D and T) retained on the new tiles [23]. 

Such experiments could localize the plasma disruption phenomenon and determined 

the plasma confinement stability during the discharges in the Tokamak. The 

properties of wolfram coating of carbon tiles (practiced against fuel retention) were 

tested.  
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This paper describes, in the second section, a short introduction to the 

Tokamak physics. The third section describes the obtained results of AMS 

analyzing experiments performed in the frame of the project described in this paper.  

2. The Tokamak concept and the basic of fusion experiments 

The name Tokamak comes from the Russian words that mean “Toroidal 

Chamber with Magnetic Coils” and it performs the confinement of plasma (T, D, 

H-gas) in order to produce the fusion of the light nuclei. For this purpose, a big 

magnet called transformer, is electrically charged by increasing the current flow 

through its primary windings. Then, after pre-filling the vacuum vessel of the 

Tokamak with H, D or/and T gas, some of the atoms will be rapidly ionized. 

Finally, ramping down the current it will discharge the transformer and the self-

induction effect will produce a large electric field gradient around the initial vertical 

magnetic field (produced by the transformer). The few charged particles will be 

accelerated and by collisions with other particles will produce further ions, creating 

the high-ionized plasma in the Tokamak torus. The confinement of plasma is 

obtained in the following way: the plasma current produces its own magnetic field 

(poloidal) which is “vector composed” with the toroidal magnetic field (produced 

by the toroidal coils) and the result will be a magnet field with twisted lines, 

forming the magnetic cage that squeezes the ions together, producing the necessary 

confinement for fusion.  

In order to maintain a fusion reaction, the Lawson Criterion has to be 

fulfilled. As the British scientist D. J. Lawson formulated it in 1955 [24] this 

criterion requires that the following plasma conditions need to be simultaneously 

achieved: plasma temperature (T): 100-200 million Kelvin, energy confinement 

time (E): 4-6 seconds; central density in plasma (ne): 1-2 x 1020 particles m-3 

(approx. 1/1000 gram m-3, that is one millionth of the density of air).  

A significant part of the energy is lost by radiation. On one hand, this energy 

loss has to be recovered by additional heating and on the other hand, one has to 

protect the walls from the very hot plasma core. It is a twofold problem that 

requires a good confinement and the supplementary heating of the plasma.   

About 20 years ago, the revolutionary Divertor concept [25] was introduced. 

Since then, the magnetic field lines at the plasma edge were modified, so that the 

magnetic field lines are diverted downwards into a dedicated region at the bottom 

of the Tokamak vacuum vessel. There, the plasma exhaust ends up in collisions 

with the special target plates called Divertor plates.  In 1951, the initial idea was to 

use a divertor for isolating the point of first contact between the plasma and the 

vessel wall and to allow the removal of the helium ash (Spitzer 1951 [26]).  The 

compensation of the energy loss also requires higher injected energy and is 
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provided by three auxiliary plasma-heating systems at the Axial Symmetric 

Divertor Experiment (ASDEX-Upgrade) [27].  

The Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) is based on the injection of powerful 

beams of neutral ions into the preheated plasma [28, 29]. When introduced into the 

plasma, they lose electrons due to multiple collisions, get ionized and, as a 

consequence, are captured by the “magnetic cage” of the Tokamak.  After a series 

of subsequent ion-ion, ion-electron and electron-electron collisions, the group 

velocity of the new ion beam is transferred into an increased mean velocity of the 

entire plasma.  

Finally, in order to withstand the extreme heat current fluxes, the Tokamak 

has been using carbon fiber composite (CFC) tiles. The non-metal material proved 

to be perfectly resistant to heat loads, but unfortunately, it showed a strong affinity 

for hydrogen.  In order to avoid the fuel retention at JET a new lining was 

introduced, called the “ITER-Like Wall, based on beryllium and tungsten coated 

carbon tiles. The plasma interaction with the inner wall causes erosion and 

formation of deposited/co-deposited layers, mixed materials and spatially non-

uniform fuel retention. As we will show in this paper, AMS has contributed to such 

a research.  

3. Measurements and results 

 Useful applications for the Tokamak are the determination of the amount of 

different fuel elements implanted into and diffusing inside the Plasma Facing 

Components (PFC) of the reactor vessel. To investigate such processes depth 

profiling of the element concentration (DP) by use of AMS was applied in previous 

researches [30]. The samples for the AMS analyze were cut in small pieces from 

the large protection tiles of the Tokamak vessel (not easy to access).  An useful and 

easy to handle alternative way, was to use small “spy” samples made of pyrolytic 

carbon placed in-between the protection tiles of the vessel.  

 LTS samples are more efficient for the AMS. They do not depend on the 

structure or on the material type of the tiles (can be used between the Be and W 

tiles), they have an uniform and compact internal structure and a flat mirror-like 

surface providing unperturbed information of the energy and concentration of the 

implanted particles.  

The AMS depth profiling (AMS-DP) is performed by sputtering the sample 

material in the ion source by the aid of the Cs beam, followed by the measurement 

of element concentration in dependence of time. The time scale can be later 

converted to depth value if one performs, at the end of the in-beam experiment, an 

optic profilometry that determines the total crater depth. Practically, each AMS 

facility can be adapted for depth profiling [31 - 33]. The elimination of the rim 

effect is the most difficult part of the procedure.  
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The applied solutions to remove the crater edge effects are to move the 

target or the target holder in front of the Cs+ - sputter beam in the ion source. When 

the Cs+ ion beam is sputtering on the crater walls, the data acquisition system 

ignores the secondary ions. In comparison to a static ion bombardment, both the 

target movement and the beam sweeping produce a tremendous increase of the 

measurement time. After careful experimental investigations, a mathematical 

unfolding procedure was promoted [31, 34] that corrects the DP for the perturbing 

contribution produced by the secondary ions that are sputtered from the sidewalls of 

the produced crater  

The mathematical unfolding procedure uses the crater dimensions provided 

by the optic profilometry. In this way all DP spectra are corrected, and the speed of 

depth profiling was highly increased and can also be varied, according to the 

required depth resolution, between 5 and 250 µm/h. As a consequence, several 

applications of AMS depth profiling became possible for the fusion experiments 

[35 – 42]. 

 Depth profiling of material concentrations also requires standard samples 

that must correspond, in structure, to the material under investigation. Thus, the 

host materials should have the same atomic matrix and the calibration of standards 

is not always a simple task (e.g. T/ C, T/Si, T/W, T/Be, D/C etc). The measured 

data are expressed in units of ion concentration, in atoms/cm3 and can be easily 

converted using the optic profilometry to the bulk inventories expressed in 

atom/cm2. The overall errors in our measurements were in the range of 30%.   

 In the Tokamak testing reactors, deuterium is present as main component of 

the gas fuel, but it is also introduced in the reaction vessel as an accelerated neutral 

atomic beam produced by the NBI systems to increase the energy of the plasma. It 

can also participate to charge exchange reactions with the materials of the PFC. For 

all these reasons, deuterium will exist in the fusion reactor vessel with different 

energies.  

 Fig. 1 presents the deuterium DP distributions measured from the LTS 

placed between protection tiles of the internal wall, of the ASDEX-Upgrade 

Tokamak [43]. The positions of the LTS were placed far from the NBI systems. The 

concentration oscillations in the DP distributions were caused by depositions of 

different materials that occur regularly in the Tokamak vessel. 

Frequently, the deposited hydrogen isotope is captured under or in-between 

of deposited layers of other materials. A sandwich-like structure will be formed 

and, correspondingly, deuterium will be measured at larger depth values that it 

could not penetrate by its own thermal energy.   
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Fig. 1. Deuterium AMS depth distributions measured from LTS. The upper curves represent the 

initial measured AMS concentration depth distributions and the lower curves represent the values 

corrected for the crater rim effects. 

 

 A complete toroidal distribution measured for the accumulated deuterium 

inventory in the inner vessel wall of the ASDEX-Upgrade is shown in Fig. 2. The 

initial AMS measured values expressed in atom/cm3 were multiplied with the depth 

interval to provide the integrated values (atoms/cm2) of the accumulated deuterium. 

Our measurements were calibrated with standard samples of precise D/C 

concentrations and were corrected for the crater rim effect.   
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Fig. 2. Integrated toroidal distribution of deuterium. The depth profiles were integrated up to a depth 

of 2.5 µm. The measurements were performed on LTS placed on the inner wall of the vessel in 

between the protection tiles. 

 

 The two large peaks around sector no.7 (injection energy 60 keV) and sector 

no.15 (injection energy 140 keV) show that part of the neutral deuterium beam is 

not interacting or is not stopped by the confined plasma. Deuterium neutrals fly 

through the plasma and are stopped in the protection tiles of the inner wall. The 

density of the plasma is low and the beam energy is sufficient high to reach the 

plasma center.  However, in a small extend, it also escapes on the opposite side. 

Therefore, for total energy absorption, AMS can optimize the conditions.  

Many simulations and tests are performed only by the use of deuterium 

since no radioactivity will be involved. An important issue studied with deuterium 

is erosion and the subsequent deposition occurring on the protection tiles.  

In our experiments, an important issue was to perform experimental 

simulations in the laboratory for fuel retention on different materials during 

continuous deposition of other materials. Such a scenario is characteristic for the 

processes developed under the envelope of a fusion reactor vessel. Material 

displacements, produced by heat erosions in certain parts of the vessel, are 

transported along the magnetic field lines and redeposit elsewhere. 

 The samples had sandwiches like structures and were produced by laser 

ablation, using the Radio Frequency assisted Pulsed Laser Deposition (RF - PLD) 

method [44]. For comparison, one graphite sample was deposited with a thin layer 

(100nm) of tungsten (W) and was then exposed to the RF- PLD of deuterium. The 

second graphite sample was exposed directly to the deuterium deposition.  Fig. 3 

presents the results of our AMS measurements of the deuterium concentration depth 

profile in the two samples. The spectra were overlapped to show the insignificant 

effect of the tungsten coating.  
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Fig. 3.  Overlapped spectra of AMS depth profiles of deuterium in the two samples employed. 

 

This experimental simulation has shown again that thin depositions of 

tungsten layers cannot stop the retention of the fuel deposition and penetration into 

the protection tile of a fusion reactor.  

 
Fig. 4. Absorption of deuterium gas at room temperature in two graphite samples: one with a W 

deposition layer   and the other with any deposition layer. 

 

In fusion reactors, it has been observed that deposition followed by diffusion 

substantially contributes to the fuel retention in the protection tile of the reactor 

vessel. Thus, we performed a simulation of the two graphite samples (with and 

without W deposited layer) that were exposed to deuterium gas at room 

temperature, with a gas density of 5.72 x 1017 atoms/cm3.  Fig. 4 shows the depth 
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profiles of deuterium concentrations by gas absorption in samples with and without 

tungsten deposition. 

Obviously, the absorption is higher for the sample deposited with the tungsten 

layer. The result is in accordance with the simulation presented above, indicating 

again that the high permeability of a thin tungsten layer deposited over the uneven 

surface of the graphite substrate. This initial solution adopted by the fusion 

experiments was changed using solid blocks of tungsten to build the protection tiles 

in regions of high material depositions and erosion rates.  

3. Conclusions 

 More than twenty years ago, it was established that AMS is an analyzing 

method able to perform sensitive measurements of tritium. At that time most 

applications were performed for medicine. More recently, this method has been 

motivated by the increasing interest for the construction of fusion reactors and AMS 

was applied to the analysis of the hydrogen isotopes retained in materials, by 

measuring the depth profile of their concentrations.  

This paper presents AMS results of deuterium retention detection in tiles 

delivered for fusion reactors. The depth profile measurements provided information 

of the neural beam injection efficiency used in fusion reactors for supplementary 

energy input and compensation. Experimental simulation has demonstrated that a 

thin tungsten layer deposited on the surface of a graphite substrate is highly 

permeable and cannot be used in fusion reactors.  
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